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John Tinney McCutcheon (1870 Ã¢â‚¬â€œ 1949) was an American newspaper political cartoonist

who was known as the "Dean of American Cartoonists". At the turn of the century he went on a 4

month African safari hunting African big game. Along the way in addition to getting his full share of

African big game, he also adopted an orphan baby rhino and met up and hunted with Theodore

Roosevelt who was on his famous big game hunting trip. From inside the book: This collection of

African stories is a record of a most delightful hunting trip into those fascinating regions along the

Equator, where one may still have "thrilling adventures" and live in a story-book atmosphere, where

the "roar of the lion" and the "crack of the rifle" are part of the every-day life, and where in a few

months one may store up enough material to keep the memory pleasantly occupied all the rest of a

lifetime. The stories are descriptive of a four-and-a-half months' trip in the big game country and

pretend to no more serious purpose than merely to relate the experiences of a self-confessed

amateur under such conditions. CONTENTS I.The Preparation for Departure. Experiences with

Willing Friends and Advisers II.The First Half of the Voyage. From Naples to the Red Sea, with a

Few Side-Lights on Indian Ocean Travel III.The Island of Mombasa, with the Jungles of Equatorial

Africa "Only a Few Blocks Away." A Story of the World's Champion Man-Eating Lions IV.On the

Edge of the Athi Plains, Face to Face with Herds of Wild Game. Up in a Balloon at Nairobi V.Into the

Heart of the Big Game Country with a Retinue of More Than One Hundred Natives. A Safari and

What It Is VI.A Lion Drive. With a Rhino in Range Some One Shouts "Simba" and I Get My First

Glimpse of a Wild Lion. Three Shots and Oat VII.On the Tana River, the Home of the Rhino. The

Timid are Frightened, the Dangerous Killed, and Others Photographed. Moving Pictures of a Rhino

Charge VIII.Meeting Colonel Roosevelt in the Uttermost Outpost of Semi-Civilization. He Talks of

Many Things, and Promptly Plans an Elephant Hunt IX.The Colonel Reads Macaulay's "Essays,"

Discourses on Many Subjects with Great Frankness, Declines a Drink of Scotch Whisky, and Kills

Three Elephants X.Elephant Hunting Not an Occasion for Lightsome Merrymaking. Five Hundred

Thousand Acres of Forest in Which the Kenia Elephant Lives, Wanders and Brings Up His Children

XI.Nine Days Without Seeing an Elephant. The Roosevelt Party Departs and We March for the

Mountains on Our Big Elephant Hunt. The Policeman of the Plains XII."'Twas the Day Before

Christmas." Photographing a Charging Elephant, Cornering a Wounded Elephant in a River Jungle

Growth. A Thrilling Charge. XIII.In the Swamps of the Guas Ngishu. Beating for Lions We Came

Upon a Strange and Fascinating Wild Beast, Which Became Attached to Our Party. The Little

Wanderobo Dog XIV. Who's Who in Jungleland. The Hartebeest and the Wildebeest, the Amusing

Giraffe and the Ubiquitous Zebra, the Lovely Gazelle and the Gentle Impalla XV.Some Natural



History in Which it is Revealed that a SingSing Waterbuck is Not a Singing Topi, and that a Topi is

Not a Species of Head-dress XVI.In the Tall Grass of the Mount Elgon Country. A Narrow Escape

from a Long-Horned Rhino. XVII.Up and Down the Mountain Side from the Ketosh Village to the

Great Cave of Bats. A Dramatic Episode with the Finding of a Black Baby as a Climax XVIII.Electric

Lights, Motor-Cars and Fifteen Varieties of Wild Game. Chasing Lions Across the Country in a

Carriage XIX.The Last Word in Lion Hunting. Methods of Trailing, Ensnaring and Otherwise

Outwitting the King of Beasts XX.Abdullah the Cook and Some Interesting Gastronomic

Experiences. Thirteen Tribes Represented in the Safari. XXI.Back Home from Africa.
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Some of the best things about In Africa Hunting Adventures in the Big Game Country aren't just

what McCutcheon writes, but the pictures that he formed in my mind about what it was really like to

go on such an adventure in the early days of the 20th century.It is so easy to get trapped in our

present view where travel involves packing a bag and getting on an airplane, only to arrive

anywhere in the world within 24 hours. During the flight, we use our vast electronic resources to

learn (we think) everything about our destination.This wasn't the Africa that John McCutcheon knew.

His Africa was largely un-mapped, the game species were only loosely documented, and even

getting there was an adventure.What a joy it was to ready McCutcheon's description as he opens

the book with a the description of the massive logistical effort that needed to be undertaken just to

get to Africa in the early 1900s. Add to that, his fantastic description of going to the British Museum

during his stop in London with his safari companions so that they could review the appearance and

anatomy of animals that they had never seen before, but intended to hunt. It's fascinating to think



about a time that really wasn't all that long ago, yet many species of animals in Africa had yet to be

photographed.History buffs will also be held captive by his descriptions of the unease that existed

on the final leg of his voyage from Italy to Africa. His descriptions of the tension that existed

on-board ship between the British and German passengers sent a chill up my spine. It was almost

although there was a sense of foreboding borne by the sea air on that voyage. They seemed

already resigned the inevitability of a Great War that was still hidden over the horizon.Once in

Africa, the danger was very real. Not just the obvious danger, from the animals. McCutcheon

references several times the pains they took to avoid areas that were thought to harbor "fevers".

Again, from our modern world that keeps us wrapped in an antibiotic safety blanket, it's startling to

think of just how big of a risk a safari was in terms of dying from illnesses that are now easily

preventable and curable. It's with this danger factor in mind that I found parts of the story became

even more thrilling. For example, when McCutcheon attempted to head off a giraffe on horseback

by running at a full gallop across a grassy plain. On any stride, the horses hooves could have found

a hole and McCutcheon would be seriously injured or (if lucky) killed outright.It seems fashionable

for some readers of these accounts of safaris to preface their comments with the fact that they are

against shooting animals. Especially in Africa. John McCutcheon explains in detail his views on why

it is justifiable. If you read his accounts of the extreme danger and utter fairness involved in hunting

elephants they way they did it--on foot and on the ground, up close and personal--it's hard to see

McCutcheon in unfavorable terms. He was a sportsman of his day and of a time when the vast

numbers of animals in Africa meant that the sportsman had no impact whatsoever on the health of

the species.Except, perhaps, that it was the sportsmen that were increasingly raising the alarm as

settlers increasingly killed off game in order to protect crops and cattle.A very entertaining,

sometimes thrilling, and often thought-provoking read that shows the modern reader the details of

what it was really like to go there. It was interesting for me to think about the concept of courage.

Would any of us these days have the courage to travel and then to hunt dangerous game in the

time, place and in the world that McCutcheon lived in?

Great book on our hunting. If you like this book you will also want to read the following 99 cent book

on hunting:1Fifteen years' sport and life in the hunting grounds of western America and British

Columbia (1900) (With Active Table of Contents)2.Ã‚Â Camp Fires of a Naturalist: The Story of

Fourteen Expeditions After North American Mammals (1895) (Active Table of

Contents)3Ã‚Â Hunting Trips on the Prairie and in the Mountains (1900)4Ã‚Â Hunting in the Great

West: Rustlings in the Rockies (1888)5Ã‚Â Forty-four Years of the Life of a Hunter Being



Reminiscences of Meshach Browning, a Maryland Hunter (1859)6Ã‚Â Outdoor Pastimes of an

American Hunter (1905)7Ã‚Â Plantation Game Trails (1921)8Ã‚Â Carolina Sports: By Land and

Water, Including Incidents of Devil-Fishing, Wild-Cat, Deer and Bear Hunting, Etc. (1918)9Ã‚Â Tony

Alexander's Practical Hunter's & Trapper's Guide: The Secrets of the Art Told by an Experienced

Trapper in His Own Way to the Hunters & Trappers of America10Ã‚Â The Still-hunter

Most reviewers have given this book four stars; I'll go five. The author is a gifted writer and story

teller, as well as a keen observer of life in general, and safari life and hunting big game in particular.

Interestingly enough, the author was also a famous political cartoonist in his day, I hope to see an

online illustrated version of this book in the near future. Unfortunately, the free version on Kindle

does not have illustrations.What is in this book? Please allow me to plagarize the following from a

Google Books web site:Copyright 1910 The Bobbs Merrill CompanyPress of Braunworth & Co.

Bookbinders and Printers Brooklyn, N.Y.TO THOSE ADVENTUROUS SOULS WHO RESENT THE

RESTRAINT OF THE BEATEN PATH THESE OBSERVATIONS OF AN AMATEUR ARE

DEDICATEDPREFATORY NOTEThis collection of African stories has no pretentious purpose. It is

merely the record of a most delightful hunting trip into those fascinating regions along the Equator,

where one may still have "thrilling adventures" and live in a story book atmosphere, where the "roar

of the lion" and the "crack of the rifle" are part of the every day life, and where in a few months one

may store up enough material to keep the memory pleasantly occupied all the rest of a lifetime. The

stories are descriptive of a four and a half months' trip in the big game country and pretend to no

more serious purpose than merely to relate the experiences of a self confessed amateur under such

conditions.

Enjoyed reading this book. This was my first African hunting book I've ever read and found it

relaxing and ejoyable first-person account of hunting "back-in-the-day". While it certainly isnt as

exciting or a page-turner as modern writing goes, it was still an enjoyable read to gave the reader a

perspective on a type of hunting that is not conducted anymore. The author was able to bring you

into his story and describes the wide varity of animals his party hunted and the methods involved. I

learned about the type of hunting in Africa, that I dont imagine, is much different today as it was

then. The animals are the same but techniques are a bit different. If you download this book, be

sure you are a patient kind of reader and don't expect a high-adventure page turner because this is

not it, though it is still a relaxing and enjoyable read.



A very entertaining and historically interesting African hunting book circa 1910. Different because it

is by a writer who hunts instead of a hunter who writes. The only disappointment is that the many

illustrations referred to in the text are not shown.
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